How might one "reduce" a graph? That is, generate a smaller graph that preserves the global structure at the expense of discarding local details? There has been extensive work on both graph sparsification (removing edges) and graph coarsening (merging nodes, often by edge contraction); however, these operations are currently treated separately.
Introduction
Many of the most interesting structures and phenomena of our world are naturally described as graphs (eg, 1 brains, social networks, the internet, etc). Indeed, graph data are becoming increasingly relevant to the field of machine learning [2, 3, 4] . These graphs are frequently massive, easily surpassing our working memory, and often the computer's relevant cache [5] . It is therefore essential to obtain smaller approximate graphs to allow for more efficient computation and storage. Moreover, graph reduction aids in visualization and can provide structural insights. 2 Graphs are defined by a set of nodes V and a set of edges E ⊆ V × V between them, and are often represented as an adjacency matrix 3 A with size |V | × |V | and density ∝ |E|.
Reducing either of these quantities is advantageous; graph "coarsening" focuses on the former, aggregating nodes while respecting the overall structure, and graph "sparsification" on the latter, preferentially retaining the important edges.
A variety of algorithms have been proposed to attain these goals, and a frequently recurring theme is to consider the graph Laplacian L = D − A, where D is the diagonal matrix of node degrees. Indeed, it appears in a wide range of applications (enough to motivate the coining of the term "Laplacian paradigm" [6] ). For example: its spectral properties can be leveraged for community detection [7] ; it can be used to efficiently solve min cut/max flow problems [8] ;
and for undirected, positively weighted graphs (the focus of our paper), it induces a natural quadratic form (which can be used, eg, to smoothly interpolate functions over the nodes [9] ).
Work on spectral graph sparsification focuses on the preservation of the Laplacian quadratic form x Lx, a popular measure of spectral similarity suggested by Spielman and collaborators 1 The authors agree with the sentiment of the footnote on page xv in [1] , viz, omitting superfluous full stops to obtain a more efficient (yet similarly lossless) compression of, eg: videlicet, exempli gratia, etc.
2 For example, a common theme in biological systems is the presence of complicated pathways that produce a relatively simple result (eg, protein activation pathways). Semantic understanding comes from the reduction of these subsystems to their resulting behavior (eg, X activates a chain that eventually inhibits Y ). 3 A quick notation note: underlines denote bundling of multiple scalars into a single object, where the number of underlines denotes the rank of the tensor (ie, a single underline for vectors, double for matrices). Subscripts have nothing to do with Einstein summation notation; they are contextually-defined adornments.
Why the Laplacian pseudoinverse?
Many computations over graphs involve solving Lx = b for x [6] . Thus, the (algebraically) relevant object is arguably the Laplacian pseudoinverse L † , and in fact it has been used to derive useful measures of graph similarity [16] . Moreover, its largest eigenvalues are associated to global structure, thus, preserving the action of L † will preferentially maintain the overall shape of the graph. We now describe why L † is a natural operator to consider for both graph coarsening and sparsification.
Attention is often restricted to undirected, positively weighted graphs [17] . These graphs have many convenient properties, eg, their Laplacians are positive semi-definite (x Lx ≥ 0)
and have a well-understood kernel and cokernel (L1 = 1 L = 0). The edge weights are defined as a mapping W: E → R >0 . When the weights represent connection strength, it is generally understood that w e → 0 is equivalent to removing edge e. However, the closure of the positive reals has a reciprocal limit, namely w e → +∞.
This limit is rarely considered, as it can lead to divergences in many classical notions of graph similarity. A relevant example is the standard notion of spectral approximation, defined as preserving the Laplacian quadratic form x Lx to within a factor of 1 + ε for all vectors x ∈ R |V | . Clearly, this limit yields a graph that does not approximate the original for any ε: any x with different values for the two nodes joined by edge e now yields an infinite quadratic form. This suggests considering only vectors that have the same value for these two nodes, essentially contracting them into a single "supernode".
Algebraically, this interpretation is reflected in L † , which remains finite in this limit: the pair of rows (and columns) corresponding to the contracted nodes becoming identical.
Physically, consider the behavior of the heat equation ∂ t x + Lx = 0: as w e → +∞, the values on the two nodes immediately equilibrate between themselves, and remain tethered for the rest of the evolution. 4 Second, the square of this norm behaves as a variance; to the extent that the M e associated to different edges can be approximated as (entrywise) uncorrelated, one can decompose multiple perturbations as follows:
which greatly simplifies the analysis when multiple reductions are considered (see Section 4).
Reducing edges and nodes
Depending on the application, one may desire to reduce the number of nodes (ie, coarsen), the number of edges (ie, sparsify), or both.
Let r be the number of relevant items reduced during a particular iteration. When those items are nodes, then r = r c = 1 for a contraction, and r = r d = 0 for a deletion. When those items are edges, then r = r d = 1 for a deletion. However, for a contraction, r > 1 is possible; if the contracted edge formed a triangle in the original graph, then the other two edges will become parallel in the reduced graph. With respect to the Laplacian, this is equivalent to a single edge, with weight given by the sum of these parallel edges. Thus, for a contraction, r = r c = 1 + τ e , where τ e is the number of triangles in which the contracted edge e participates.
A cost function for spectral graph reduction
Motivated by the previous discussions, we seek to minimize the following quantity:
subject to
where β is a parameter that controls the tradeoff between items reduced and error incurred in the L † .
Let p d (p c ) be the probability of deleting (contracting) edge e. If the probabilistic change to this edge results in neither deletion nor contraction, it will be reweighted (with probability
Hence, the constraint (9) requires that these reweights satisfy
where we have used the limits in (5) . Likewise, the cost function (8) for acting on edge e becomes:
For a fixed p d and p c , E[f |reweight] is fixed by equation (10), and the inequality E[f 2 |reweight] ≥ E[f |reweight] 2 becomes an equality under minimization of (11) . Thus, if an edge is to be reweighted, it will be changed by the unique ∆w satisfying
Clearly, the space of allowed solutions lies within the simplex S :
The additional constraint −1 ≤ ∆w we ≤ ∞ further implies that p c ≤ w e Ω e and p d ≤ 1 − w e Ω e . Hence, we substitute (12) into (11), and minimize it over this domain (given the parameters β, m e , w e Ω e , and τ e ). For a given edge e, there are three regimes for the solution, depending on the value of β (see Table 1 and Table 2 ). For β < β 1 (m e , w e Ω e , τ e ) = min(β 1d , β 1c ), the edge should not be perturbed. For β > β 2 (m e , w e Ω e , τ e ), the optimal probabilistic action leads to either deletion or contraction. In the intermediate case (β 1 < β < β 2 ), if β 1d < β 1c , the edge is either deleted or reweighted, and if β 1c < β 1d , the edge is either contracted or reweighted. Table 2 : Values of β dividing the three regimes. Note that when the target items to reduce are the edges, the number of triangles enters into the expressions, and when they are the nodes, there is no deletion in the intermediate regime. However, regardless of the target items, both deletion and contraction may have finite probability (eg, if β 2 < β).
Node weighted Laplacian
Often, when nodes are merged, one represents the connectivity by a matrix of smaller size.
To properly compare its spectral properties with those of the original, one must keep track of the number of original nodes that make up these "supernodes" and assign them proportional weights. The appropriate Laplacian is then L = W −1 n B W e B, where the W are the diagonal matrices of node weights 6 (commonly referred to as the "mass matrix" [21] ) and edge weights, respectively, and B is the signed incidence matrix.
Moreover, when updating the L † , one must be careful to choose the appropriate pseudoinverse for this Laplacian, which is given by
where w n is the vector of node weights.
Proposed algorithms for graph reduction
Using this framework, we now describe our graph reduction algorithms.
Similar to many graph coarsening algorithms [22, 23] , our scheme obtains the reduced graph by acting on the initial graph (as opposed to building it up by adding edges to the empty graph, as in most sparsification algorithms [24, 25] ). We first present a simple algorithm that reduces the graph in a single step. We then outline a more general multi-step scheme.
A single-step algorithm
Algorithm 1 describes the procedure for a single-step reduction. It assumes an appropriate choice of: s, the fraction of edges to be considered for reduction; and β, the parameter controlling the error.
Care must be taken, as multiple deletions or contractions may result in undesirable behavior. For example, while any edge that is itself a cut-set will never be deleted, a collection of edges that together make a cut-set might all have finite deletion probability.
Hence, if multiple edges are simultaneously deleted, the graph could become disconnected. Compute Ω e , m e (see equations (4) and (6)) 6:
Calculate p d , p c , ∆w (see Tables 1 and 2) 7:
Probabilistically choose reweight, delete, or contract 8: end for 9: Perform reweights and deletions toG 10: Perform contractions toG 11: return reduced graphG would be fine, but performing both contractions would merge the two important nodes.
We now present a more general multi-step scheme, and a conservative limit that eliminates these issues.
A multi-step scheme
Algorithm 2 describes our general multi-step scheme. Its inputs are: G, the original graph; s, the fraction of edges to be sampled each iteration; d, the minimum expected decrease in target items per perturbed edge; q, the fraction of sampled edges to be acted upon; and
StopCriterion, a user-defined function.
With these inputs, we select β implicitly. Let β ,e be the minimum β such that r d p d +r c p c ≥ d for edge e. Each iteration, we compute the β ,e for all sampled edges, and choose a β such that a fraction q of them have β ,e < β. We then apply the corresponding probabilistic actions to this subset of sampled edges.
We note that s, q, and d could vary as a function of the iteration number, and an appropriate choice could lead to an improved tradeoff between accuracy and running time.
However, we set q such that only the sampled edge with the lowest β ,e is acted upon (ie, q = 1/ s|E| ). While likely too conservative, this choice avoids the problems associated with simultaneous reductions. Additionally, we choose to compute L † at the onset and update it using the Woodbury matrix identity. Sample s|E| edges uniformly without replacement 5: for (edge e) in (sampled edges) do 6:
Compute Ω e , m e (see equations (4) and (6)) 7:
Evaluate β e (see Tables 1 and 2) 8:
end for 9:
Choose β according to q 10:
Probabilistically choose reweight, delete, or contract for each edge e 11:
Perform reweights and deletions toG t
12:
Perform contractions toG t 13:G t+1 ←G t , t ← t + 1 14: stop ← StopCriterion(G t ) 15 : end while 16: return reduced graphG t
Empirical results
In this section, we validate our framework and compare it with existing algorithms. We start by considering two natural limits of our general framework, namely graph sparsification (removing regimes involving edge contraction), and graph coarsening (where the goal is to reduce the number of nodes). with the spectral sparsification algorithm from [11] . We consider the stochastic block model, as there is a clear separation of the eigenvectors associated to the global structure (ie, the communities) and the bulk of the spectrum. Note that these algorithms have different objectives (preserving the L † and L, respectively), and both accomplish their desired goal. 
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Hyperbolic interlude
When comparing a graph G with its reduced approximationG, it is natural to consider how relevant linear operators treat the same input vector. If the vector LGx is aligned with L G x, the fractional change in the quadratic form is a natural quantity to consider as it corresponds to the relative change in magnitude of the vector. However, it is not so clear how to compare vectors that have an angular difference. Here, we briefly describe what we believe to be an appropriate extension of this notion of fractional change.
As the action of two Laplacians on the same vector result in a pair of vectors with nonnegative inner product, we draw intuition from the Poincaré half-plane model of hyperbolic geometry. In particular, we orient the plane perpendicular to the first vector and compute the geodesic distance to the second, viz
This quantity has several standard desirable features:
LGx ≤ ln(1 + ε) for any eigenvector of L G , thenG is an ε-approximation of G. Thus, it captures many aspects of the standard notion of spectral similarity, while additionally considering changes not aligned with L G x.
Sample fraction s can be small
In Figure 3 , we show the effects of varying the sample fraction s on the error incurred in the reduction. This study demonstrates that our metric of edge importance is relevant to the change in L † , as the error decreases with increasing sample size. Conversely, an accurate reduction requires surprisingly few samples per iteration (a trend we noticed in all graphs considered).
Other datasets
One important application of graph coarsening is data visualization. To this end, we applied our algorithm to several real-world datasets and generated videos of their reduction. Figure 4 displays several stages of our algorithm applied to a temporal social network. Note that our algorithm preserves the overall structure, even when the graph is reduced by a large factor. A video of this reduction can be found here. An application to an airport network, a case with Figure 3 : Effect of sample size on reduction error. We perform a 2× reduction of nodes on the "GRAPH" graph from Figure 2 for varying number of sampled edges per iteration s|E| . We measure the hyperbolic distance d h between
LGx and L G x for 3 nontrivial eigenvectors x of the original Laplacian L G associated to the global structure. Note that a relatively small number of edge samples are required to reduce the error to nearly its asymptotic value.
both geometric and scale-free aspects, can be found here. A condensation of the European road network can be found here, and a graph of the text "GRAPH" can be found here. 7 
Conclusion
In this work, we provide a unification of graph sparsification (by edge deletion) and graph coarsening (by edge contraction) using a single objective function: preserving the Laplacian pseudoinverse L † . We provide a framework for graph reduction that uses deletion, contraction, and reweighting to keep E L †G = L † G , and uses a measure of edge importance to minimizes its variance. We demonstrate that our algorithm preferentially preserves the spectral properties associated to the global structure. A dual reduction: edge contraction
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3 If multiple edges are reduced at once, one must use the (more general) Woodbury matrix identity.
both deletion and contraction.
Let B be the |E| ⇥ |V | signed incidence matrix, and W e (W n ) be the diagonal matrix of edge (node) weights. The familiar graph Laplacian is given by L = B > W e B, but this tacitly assumes that the nodes are identically important. Di↵erential geometry o↵ers a prescription for how to incorporate node weights into the Laplacian; treating a graph as a simplicial complex, the Hodge Laplacian for 0-forms (functions on vertices) is given by d, where the di↵erential d = B, and the codi↵erential = W 1 n B > W e . Thus, in cases where the nodes have an additive measure of importance, it is appropriate to use L = W 1 n B > W e B. To obtain the e↵ective Laplacian in the original node basis, use the projection matrices: C > LW 1 n C.
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